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Abstract:
At present, Euclidean geometry is used for plane surfaces. It cannot be applied to
curved space. This paper tries to find a new and distinctive concept which can be used to
measure both planar and curved spaces.
Key Concept:
All physical events occur “inside” the living entity. No event in the world occurs
on any surface of the entity, so the concept of surface is futile as per this paper.

1) Introduction :
The new geometry is called the Internal spherical four dimensional - five coordinate system (ISFD) geometry, or general geometry. Note here that any event occurs
inside the entity. The center point and radius (diameter) always exists inside the entity. It
can never exist on the surface. All event measurement is required inside the entity.
Every entity transforms into a circle. When we draw a center point, radius or
diameter they always exist inside a circle. (The circle may or may not be displayed.)
Or visa-versa, the circle exists and the radius, diameter, center-point, triangle,
parallelogram, etc., may or may not be displayed. Finally we should accept the idea of
“inside” and give up the idea of surface as being futile.
2 ) Demonstration
Let us see that five co-ordinates system frame s and s’ are the living frames, or
we may suppose them as rays of light frames.
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See that figure 1 is a complete figure. Because it has x, y, z, t, w as five coordinates. This means that it is a limited frame. Fig 2 is an incomplete, (unlimited) figure.
Note that all entities are limited and made by a five co-ordinate system in this
world .
We conclude that from the above, any frame (living entity or rays of light) is
made by four dimensions and five co-ordinates as x,y,z,t,w = x’,y’,z’,t’,w’
3) Result and Discussion
Let us see some definitions regarding the idea of “inside” and their difference to
Euclidean definitions.
4) Definitions.
1) “The circle is an origin frame”.
2) “The shape of a living entity finally becomes a circle.”
3) “Each straight line is either radius or diameter of a circle or more than one
circle.”(The circle may, or may not exist.)
4) “One or more circles, triangles parallelograms. squares etc., may
be drawn into the circle.”
5) “Two straight lines can approach but never join inside the circle”.
(The circle may or may not exist.)
6) “Each point is always an inner center-point of a circle and each circle is
always a circle of a inner center-point”.
7) Any inner center point is always a beginning of space, motion, time of an
event”.
8) A straight line can have length but no breadth
9) Minimum distance between two inner center points is a straight line”.
10) Any circle can not be divided into 3 equal parts by its own diameter.
11) Three angles of a triangle is equal to 180 degrees when a triangle exists inside
the circle.
5. Conclusion
This (ISFD) or general geometry is applicable to curved and plane spaces which
is more suitable for measurement than Euclidean geometry.
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